Porsche 911 dme relay location

If you have one of the Porsches listed below then you need to know about DME relays. Actually,
all you really need to know is just a couple of very simple facts. One: that you should always
carry a spare DME relay in the car, just in case the original unit however new it might be lets you
down and leaves you stranded. And two: precisely where in your Porsche said relay is located.
A relay is essentially an electromagnetic switching device that permits a low-current circuit to
control to switch on and off, in other words a relatively high-current circuit in this case those
feeding the fuel pump and the ECU. It consists of essentially four parts: an electromagnet a coil
of ultra-thin copper wire with a moveable iron core inside it , an armature, a spring, and a pair of
electrical contacts. When a current is passed through the coil of copper wire the electromagnet
is activated. This attracts the armature towards it. The armature is attached to one of the
contacts, which in turn moves and connects with its opposite number, thus completing the
high-current circuit. When the low-current supply is switched off the spring pulls the armature
away from the coil, the contacts separate, and the circuit is broken. Simple and very effective.
The single DME relay in your Porsche is actually two separate relays cunningly combined inside
just one black-plastic housing. Note, though, that all of the Porsches covered by this guide have
a number of similar-looking units within their often combined fuse and relay boxes. One of the
two individual relays controls the fuel pump, the other the ECU. And the has a completely
different system again, with no DME relay, as such, to worry about in any case. In the and the
ECU has a permanent volt feed that maintains it in standby mode essentially to preserve its
internal memory, fault codes and so on. Then when the the starter motor is cranked, the ECU
activates the second relay in the DME relay and power is supplied to the fuel pump for as long
as the engine is running. In the other cars power comes from the ignition switch direct to the
DME relay. This then powers up the ECU which itself then controls the second part of the relay
that relates to the fuel pump. Both systems offer a clue to the primary function of the DME relay.
If the vehicle is involved in an accident and the engine stops the ECU will sense this via the
flywheel sensors from which the ECU constantly works out the ignition and fuelling
requirements and immediately cut the power to the fuel pump by turning off the DME relay. This
significantly reduces the risk of an explosion from leaking high-pressure fuel lines. The DME
relay in your Porsche has a pretty tough life. And over a period of time this heat has a marked
effect on the soldered joints on the printed-circuit board inside the casing on which both the
relays and a number of other small electronic components are attached. Caused primarily by
the effects of heating and cooling, expansion and contraction, dry joints occur where the tiny
blob of solder by which the wire projecting from each individual component is fused to the
metal track on the board begins to fracture. Put it this way: if light aircraft had DME relays and
the Carrera 3. That said, some DME relays are remarkably awkward to get at. If you have a spare
and, considering the notoriety of the things, you should always keep one in the glovebox fit that
and see if it solves the problem. In fact, you can bypass the relay with a couple of pieces of
wire. In a real emergency you can get away with a couple of paperclips, but ideally you need a
pair of jumper leads incorporating an eight-amp, in-line fuse. In the case of a flat-pin relay you
need to place them across holes 3, 7 and 5 of the socket corresponding to terminals 30, 87, and
87b of the relay itself , or from 86 to 87 and 87b if you have a round-pin relay. If the relay was
faulty the engine should now start. You should also remove the link after you have finished your
journey, otherwise the battery will be flattened if you leave the car idle for any length of time.
Another short-term fix is to allow the relay to cool. Often it will fail when hot and because of the
way electricity works the more those solder joints deteriorate the warmer the relay will become.
You can take the relay out of its socket and blow on it to accelerate cooling. On average DME
relays seem to have a life of about 80, miles or eight years. And what of modern Porsches such
as s, s Boxsters, Caymans and Cayennes? Well, Porsche realised that DME relays were
potentially troublesome, and so these cars have much simpler relays controlling the power to
the fuel pumps. These items contain none of the soldered joints typical of DME relays, and so
are inherently more durable. If you are so inclined, however, then there are some useful tests
you can make once you have removed the unit from the car. First, and using an accurate
multimeter, measure the resistance between terminals 30 and 87b and between terminals 30 and
In both cases the reading should be open circuit no connection, in other words. This should
activate the relay and close the connection between terminals 30 and 87b. Check that there is
no resistance between them or certainly no more than 0. Now connect your power supply to
terminals 85 negative and 86 positive and check that there is no resistance or again no more
than 0. If you see a higher resistance between the terminals when you make these two powered
tests then you can assume that the relay is faulty. The problem will either be poor contacts or a
failing soldered joint. Look for a gap between the blob of solder and the wire that may be poking
through it, and for flux a brown, waxy substance around the joint. Still, you could keep the
repaired one as a spare. Does your Porsche have a DME relay? And where is it? Note that the

relay in s, s, s and s is essentially the same part although it was updated for the and has six flat
terminals three narrow, three wide. The Carrera 3. Note, too, that the â€” in all its forms â€” has
Bosch Jetronic fuel injection, not Motronic. As a result failures are rare. The Turbo but not the
has a conventional fuel-pump relay located in the fuse box. This was updated for the , and
carried part number If today you buy a new replacement DME relay for a , S, or it should have
the part number. Skip to content Back a Page. Data Home. Porsche DME relays explained.
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Dog Site. Powered by Join. We'd love to hear from you. Please send us a message via
WhatsApp and we shall get back to you. The DME relay is responsible for providing power to
the DME computer for start up and operation, and also for supplying power to the fuel pump. It
is also responsible for the erratic no start conditions that has made it famous. Typical symptons
of failure are sporadic moments where the starter cranks but the engine does not start, while
the next moment it starts right up and runs perfectly fine. This is a common problem on both
Motronic controlled s and s. It is not a question of if your DME relay will fail, but when. On the 90
and up s, it is mounted in the fuse box. DME Relay - Interior. Contained within the relay are
actually two relays which operate in sequence of the other. As long as the DME sees the engine
turning a minimum of rpms, it switches on the fuel pump relay, powering the fuel pump and
allowing the car to start and run. This is designed as a saftey precaution, shutting off the fuel
pump in the event of an accident where the fuel system ruptured. Pictured below is the interior
of a failing DME relay. This relay, installed as a replacement six years ago, has already begun
failing. Note the heat induced discoloration of the red enamel wire coating of the main DME coil
compared to those of the fuel pump. Shown in it's actual position mounted on the car's
floorboard, note the horizontal mounting position of the heavy copper relays onto the vertically
positioned circuit board. Heat, along with the vibration and shock that the heavy relays place on
the support joints all contribute to solder joint failure. Examining the back of the board, we can
see that most of the failed joints are due to overheated solder joints. In addition, we can see a
minimum amount of solder at each joint, most likely for production cost savings. This leaves
less material for heat dissapation and structural strength. A few are on their way to complete
separation, while most are completely separated. Vibration, movement, and heat from thermal
cycling all cause intermittent contact, resulting in sporadic instances of start and no start
conditions. The simplest solution is to always carry a spare, resoldering and reflowing the joints
in your old or new one with an adequate amount of solder, two to three times the original
volume, providing better heat dissipation and virtually eliminating the likelihood of future
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